LIVES THE MONASTRELL
EXPERIENCE
WINE TOURISM – GROUPS

CASA DE LA ERMITA
Casa de la Ermita was established in 1999 by a family with a long-standing connection with
agriculture. Our winery and its vineyards are located in El Carche, a protected regional park
and a stunningly beautiful mountain range with one of the highest peaks in the Region of
Murcia.
The centuries-old olive tree that stands at the gates of Casa de la Ermita is the symbol of our
winery and the source of inspiration that brings together our farming tradition and the stateof-the-art technology that allows us to make top quality Jumilla wines by taking great care
throughout the production process.

VISIT CASA DE LA ERMITA
Casa de la Ermita is located in an exceptional and iconic setting by one of the highest
mountains in the Region of Murcia, with an altitude of 1,371 meters. The winery sits at the
heart of Sierra del Carche, a protected regional park whose varied wildlife and spectacular
views over the valley and our vineyards enrich the visitors’ experience.
Visits to Casa de la Ermita start with a small tour through the vineyards. Then, visitors are
taken to our new Wine Interpretation Centre, which is located in our former wine-making
facilities. Here, our guide explains in detail the various wine farming and production
processes using photographs and infographics. Additionally, visitors have a first-hand look at
the tools used at Casa de la Ermita in the early days.
The next stop of the visit is our barrel cellar, where the essence of wine captures all the
senses. At this point, visitors have the chance to go on our aroma tour. At Casa de la Ermita,
we not only want you to discover the world of wine, but also to experience it.

ACTIVITIES AND OPENING TIMES
We offer numerous additional activities to complete your wine experience and, in addition,
we offer you our wine shop where you can buy the wines and other products of Casa de la
Ermita, with the advantage of obtaining the best guarantee of conservation and advice.
More information : www.casadelaermita.com
Schedule and conditions of visita:
Monday to Friday: 11:00 h.
Saturday: 11:30 h. visit until full capacity. If it is completed we offer an additional shift at 10:30 h. up
to 25 people.
Sundays and holidays: for groups of over 20 people (advance payment)
* visits in both Spanish and English
Wine Shop Schedule: Monday to Friday from 10:00 h to 14:00 h and from 15:00 h to 18:00 h
Saturday from 10:00 h to 14:30.

Appointments: Mikaela Abarca - 968 10 89 12 - 607 217 018 - tour@casadelaermita.com
Please confirm in advance all the visits.
Direct sale in wine our wine-shop hours without need to ask for appointment..
It attends from one person to groups of 55 components.
* PRICE FOR GROUPS*
5€ / Person VAT included net price not commissionable
If you do not have a lot of time or have a very tight agenda, we offer the possibility of
presentation of the Winery in the outside (WITHOUT GUIDED TOUR ) and tasting of 3
wines and one tapa with the following price:
** PRICE FOR GROUPS**
3 Euros / person VAT included net price not commissionable

We recommend the use of comfortable clothes and shoes suitable for footing for firm ground,
as well as covering the head, during the visit to the exterior, to protect solar radiation in the
summer season.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY
Route in bike

One of the activities that the new interpretation of bodegas Casa de la Ermita Center offers to
the wine lovers is a walk through the vineyards in bicycle.
Vineyards located in the heart of the Regional Park of the Sierra del Carche and the proximity
of this place is ideal for activities with the bicycle or sport for the vineyards of Casa de la
Ermita, a fantastic and unique combination that will not leave indifferent to the visitants who
choose this activity.
Activity is scheduled to begin at 09:15 o'clock. Where provide you a map where you can see
all our documented varieties and each plot of the vineyards.
We have 15 bikes for adults and 5 kids bikes.

* The tour is unguided; we provide a map of the location of the plots and the vineyards.
* In the price is included: The bike, helmet, vest, insurance and, in addition, to the guided
visit with the wine tasting.

* PRICE FOR GROUPS *
Bike tour guided tour € 10 /person prices Net non-COMMISSIONABLE VAT included

Location of the Center Of Interpretation:
Wineries and Vineyards Casa de la Ermita
Road del carche, 11.5 km
30520 Jumilla Murcia - España
Phones: 968 78 30 35 – 607 217 018
Fax: 968 10 89 13
www.casadelaermita.com
Geographic Coordinates GPS: Lat: 38º 27´ 38´´ N - Long: 1º 10´ 31´´

